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Abstract

In this paper we consider a large population of mobile stations which are interconnected

by a multihop wireless net. The applications of this wireless infrastructure range from ad hoc

networking (e.g., collaborative, distributed computing) to disaster recovery (e.g., �re, ood,

earthquake), law enforcement (e.g., crowd control), search-and-rescue and battle�eld. Key

characteristics of this system are the large number of users, their mobility and the need to op-

erate without the support of a �xed (wired or wireless) infrastructure. The last feature sets this

system apart from existing cellular systems and in fact makes its design much more challenging.

In this environment, we investigate routing strategies which scale well to large populations

and can handle mobility. In addition, we address the need to support multimedia commu-

nications, with low latency requirements for interactive tra�c and Quality of Service (QoS)

support for real time streams (voice/video). In the wireless routing area, several schemes have

already been proposed and implemented (e.g., hierarchical routing, on-demand routing etc).

We introduce two new schemes - Fisheye State Routing (FSR) and Hierarchical State Routing

(HSR) - which o�er some competitive advantages over the existing schemes. We compare the

performance of existing and proposed schemes via simulation.

�This research was support in part by DARPA under Contract DAAB07-97-C-D321, by NSF under Contract

ANI-9814675, by Intel, and by NEC.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we consider a large population of mobile stations which are interconnected by a

multihop wireless network. A key feature which sets multihop wireless networks apart from

the more traditional cellular radio systems is the ability to operate without a �xed, wired

communications infrastructure, and to be rapidly deployed to support emergency requirements,

short term needs and coverage in undeveloped areas.

The applications of this wireless infrastructure range from civilian (e.g., ad hoc networking

for collaborative, distributed computing) to disaster recovery (e.g., �re, ood, earthquake),

law enforcement (e.g., crowd control, search-and-rescue) and military (automated battle�eld).

Key characteristics of these systems are the large number of users, their mobility and the need

to support multimedia communications. The last requirement stems from the fact that in

mobile scenarios, human to human communications play a very important role (more than in

traditional wired network scenarios). For example, in the battle�eld the most critical applica-

tions are voice and imaging (albeit not the most bandwidth demanding). As a consequence,

real time tra�c support, with Quality of Service (QoS) constraints, is important, and so is

multicasting, when the application calls for team collaboration. Another critical requirement

is low latency access to distributed resources (e.g., distributed database access for situation

awareness in the battle�eld).

A fundamental assumption in \ad hoc routing" networks is that all nodes are \equal" and

therefore any node can be used to forward packets between arbitrary sources and destinations.

This assumption is realistic in military (battle�eld, search and rescue) and civilian emergency

situations. Most prior research is based on this assumption. We will also adopt it in this

paper.

In this environment, we investigate several routing strategies with focus on solutions which

scale well to large populations and can handle mobility. This problem is practically relevant

since one can foresee that in the near future most of the commercial laptops and PDAs will

be equipped with radios enabling them to form ad hoc \virtual" wireless networks. The

problem is particularly challenging, because of the presence of both large number and mobility.

If nodes are stationary, the large population can be e�ectively handled with conventional

hierarchical routing. In contrast, when nodes move, the hierarchical partitioning must be
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continuously updated - a signi�cant challenge. Mobile IP [19] solutions work well if there is a

�xed infrastructure supporting the concept of \Home Agent". When all nodes move (including

the Home Agent) such a strategy cannot be directly applied.

In section 2 we review prior work in wireless scalable routing, focusing mostly on hierarchical

routing and on-demand schemes. We then introduce, in section 3, two new schemes - Fisheye

State Routing (FSR) and Hierarchical State Routing (HSR) - which overcome some of the

previous limitations. In section 4 we present simulation results. Section 5 concludes the

paper.

2 Background and prior work

Existing wireless routing schemes can be classi�ed into three broad categories:

(a) global, precomputed routing: routes to all destinations are computed a priori and are

maintained in the background via a periodic update process. Most of the conventional

routing schemes, including Distance Vector and Link State (LS), fall in this category.

(b) on-demand routing: the route to a speci�c destination is computed only when needed.

(c) ooding: a packet is broadcast to all destinations, with the expectation that at least one

copy of the packet will reach the intended destination. Scoping may be used to limit the

overhead of ooding.

In the sequel we focus in more detail on the �rst two categories, exposing their potential

limitations.

2.1 Global, precomputed routing schemes

Global, precomputed routing schemes can be subdivided into two further categories: at and

hierarchical.

2.1.1 Flat routing

In the \at routing"category, many protocols have been proposed to support mobile ad-

hoc wireless routing. Some proposals are extensions of schemes previously developed for

traditional wired networks. For example, Perkins' Destination Sequenced Distance Vector
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(DSDV) [18] is based on Distributed Bellman-Ford (DBF), Garcia's Wireless Routing Proto-

col (WRP) [14] [15] is based on a loop-free path-�nding algorithm, etc. In at routing schemes

each node maintains a routing table with entries for all the nodes in the network. This is

acceptable if the user population is small. However, as the number of mobile hosts increases,

so does the overhead. Thus, at routing algorithms do not scale well to large networks.

To permit scaling, hierarchical techniques can be used. In the following section, we describe

a hierarchical scheme recently proposed for wireless networks.

2.1.2 Hierarchical routing

The major advantage of hierarchical routing is drastic reduction of routing table storage and

processing overhead. A hierarchical clustering and routing approach speci�cally designed for

large wireless networks was recently proposed in [1] [10]. The proposal addresses the link and

network layers only, and is independent of the physical/MAC layer.

The network contains two kinds of nodes, endpoints and switches. Only endpoints can be

sources and destinations for user data tra�c, and only switches can perform routing functions.

To form the lowest level partitions in the hierarchy, endpoints choose the most convenient

switches to which they will associate by checking radio link quality. Autonomously, they

group themselves into cells around those switches (cluster heads). This procedure is called

\cell formation". Each endpoint is within one hop of the switch with which it is a�liated. The

switches, in turn, organize themselves hierarchically into clusters, each of which functions as a

multihop packet-radio network. First level cluster heads organize to form higher-level clusters,

and so on. This procedure is called \hierarchical clustering". (A switch is a 0th level cluster).

As nodes move, clusters may split or merge, altering cluster membership.

To support data transfer between mobile nodes, it is necessary to keep track of their

locations. To this end both paging and query/response are used in conjunction with a location

manager. Each cluster has its location manager which keeps track of nodes within the cluster

and assists in locating nodes outside the cluster. Each node has a roaming level which is

speci�ed with respect to the clustering hierarchy and which implicitly de�nes a roaming cluster

at the corresponding level. Paging is used to locate a mobile node within its current roaming

cluster. When a node moves outside of its current roaming cluster, it sends a location update

to the location manager. This update propagates to the highest level from which inter-cluster
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movement is visible. By combining these hierarchical topology management and location

management functions, hierarchical routing can be extended to the mobile environment.

In this scheme there are several features which are potentially complex to implement and

hinder scalability. First, Cluster IDs are dynamically assigned. This assignment must be

unique - not an easy task in multihop mobile environment, where the hierarchical topology is

continuously recon�gured. Second, each cluster can dynamically merge and split, based on the

number of nodes in the cluster. This feature causes frequent changes of cluster head, degrading

the network performance signi�cantly. Since the diameter of this cluster is variable, it is also

di�cult to predict how long it takes to propagate clustering control messages among nodes, and

therefore it is di�cult to bound the convergence time of the clustering algorithm. Third, the

paging and query/response approach used to locate mobile nodes may lead to control message

overhead. Fourth, if the location manager leaves the current cluster, this function migrates

to another location server. This requires a complex consistency management between original

and new server.

2.2 On-demand routing schemes

On-demand routing is the most recent entry in the class of scalable wireless routing schemes.

It is based on a query-reply approach. Examples include Lightweight Mobile Routing (LMR)

protocol [5], Ad-hoc On Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) [20], Temporally-Ordered

Routing Algorithms (TORA) [16] [17], Dynamic Source Routing Protocol (DSR) [2] and

ABR [21]. Most of the routing proposals currently evaluated by the IETF's MANET working

group for an Ad Hoc Network Standard [20] [17] [2] fall in on-demand routing category.

There are di�erent approaches for discovering routes in on-demand algorithms. Most algo-

rithms employ a scheme derived from LAN bridge routing, i.e. route discovery via backward

learning. The source in search of a path oods a query into the network. The transit nodes

upon receiving the query \learn" the path to the source (backward learning) and enter the

route in the forwarding table. The intended destination eventually receives the query and can

thus respond using the path traced by the query. This permits establishment of a full duplex

path. To reduce new path search overhead, the query packet is dropped on its way to a des-

tination if it encounters a node which already has a route to such destination. After the path
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has been computed, it is maintained up to date as long as the source uses it. For example, a

link failure may trigger another query/response so that the route is always kept up to date.

An alternate scheme for tracing on demand paths (also inspired by LAN bridge routing) is

source routing. In this case, the query packet reads and stores in its header the IDs of the

intermediate nodes. The destination can then retrieve the entire path to the source from the

query header. It then uses this path (via source routing) to respond to the source providing it

with the path at the same time.

On-demand routing does scale well to large populations as it does not maintain a permanent

routing entry to each destination. Instead, as the name suggests, a route is computed only

when there is a need. Thus, routing table storage is greatly reduced, if the tra�c pattern is

sparse. However, on-demand routing introduces the initial search latency which may degrade

the performance of interactive applications (e.g., distributed database queries). Moreover, it is

impossible to know in advance the quality of the path (e.g., bandwidth, delay etc) prior to call

setup. Such a priori knowledge is very desirable in multimedia applications, since it enables

call acceptance control and bandwidth renegotiation.

A recent proposal which combines on-demand routing and conventional routing is Zone

Routing [7] [8]. For routing operation inside the local zone, any routing scheme, including

DBF routing or LS routing, can be applied. For interzone routing, on-demand routing is used.

The advantage of zone routing is its scalability, as \global" routing table overhead is limited

by zone size. Yet, the bene�ts of global routing are preserved within each zone.

3 New scalable routing solutions

As discussed earlier, at routing schemes do not scale to a large network. On-demand routing

does scale, but has latency and QoS support limitations. Hierarchical routing is overhead prone

and quite complex to maintain. In this section we develop novel solutions which speci�cally

address the joint large scale and mobility requirements, overcoming some of the limitations

present in the existing schemes. Our proposed approach is based on the applications of hier-

archical routing principles (implicit or explicit) onto a global routing algorithm. We explore

two di�erent schemes, namely:

(a) Fisheye State Routing (FSR), and
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(b) Hierarchical State Routing (HSR)

Since LS based routing adjusts more rapidly to topology changes and is more suitable for

(QoS) based routing, the LS routing algorithm is the global routing algorithm chosen as a

basis for both schemes. The well known drawback of LS, namely, ooding overhead, will be

mitigated by the hierarchical nature (implicit or explicit) of the proposed schemes. Section 3.1

and 3.2 discuss the two schemes respectively.

3.1 Fisheye State Routing (FSR) scheme

In [11], Kleinrock and Stevens proposed a \�sheye" technique to reduce the size of information

required to represent graphical data. The eye of a �sh captures with high detail the pixels

near the focal point. The detail decreases as the distance from the focal point increases. In

routing, the �sheye approach translates to maintaining accurate distance and path quality

information about the immediate neighborhood of a node, with progressively less detail as the

distance increases. Our Fisheye State Routing (FSR) scheme is built on top of another recently

proposed routing scheme called \Global State Routing" (GSR) [3], which is introduced in the

following section.

3.1.1 Global State Routing (GSR)

GSR is functionally similar to LS Routing in that it maintains a topology map at each node.

The key is the way in which routing information is disseminated. In LS, link state packets

are generated and ooded into the network whenever a node detects a topology change. In

GSR, link state packets are not ooded. Instead, nodes maintain a link state table based on

the up-to-date information received from neighboring nodes, and periodically exchange it with

their local neighbors only (no ooding). Through this exchange process, the table entries with

larger sequence numbers replace the ones with smaller sequence numbers. The GSR periodic

table exchange resembles the vector exchange in DBF (or more precisely, DSDV [18]) where

the distances are updated according to the time stamp or sequence number assigned by the

node originating the update. In GSR (like in LS) link states are propagated, a full topology

map is kept at each node, and shortest paths are computed using this map.

In a wireless environment, a radio link between mobile nodes may experience frequent dis-

connects and reconnects. The LS protocol releases a link state update for each such change,
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which oods the network and causes excessive overhead. GSR avoids this problem by using pe-

riodic exchange of the entire topology map, greatly reducing the control message overhead [3].

The drawbacks of GSR are the large size update message which consumes considerable

amount of bandwidth and the latency of the link state change propagation, which depends on

the update period. This is where the Fisheye technique comes to help, by reducing the size of

update messages without seriously a�ecting routing accuracy.

3.1.2 The Fisheye State Routing (FSR) protocol

Figure 1 illustrates the application of �sheye in a mobile, wireless network. The circles with

di�erent shades of grey de�ne the �sheye scopes with respect to the center node (node 11).

The scope is de�ned as the set of nodes that can be reached within a given number of hops.

In our case, three scopes are shown for 1, 2 and 3 hops respectively. Nodes are color coded as

black, grey and white accordingly.
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Figure 1: Scope of �sheye

The reduction of update message size is obtained by using di�erent exchange periods for

di�erent entries in the table. More precisely, entries corresponding to nodes within the smaller

scope are propagated to the neighbors with the highest frequency. Referring to Figure 2, en-
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tries in bold are exchanged most frequently. The rest of the entries are sent out at a lower

frequency. As a result, a considerable fraction of link state entries are suppressed, thus reduc-

ing the message size. This strategy produces timely updates from near stations, but creates

large latencies that from stations afar. However the imprecise knowledge of the best path to

a distant destination is compensated by the fact that the route becomes progressively more

accurate as the packet gets closer to destination.
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Figure 2: Message reduction using �sheye

In summary, FSR scales well to large networks, by keeping link state exchange O/H low

without compromising route computation accuracy when the destination is near. By retaining

a routing entry for each destination, FSR avoids the extra work of \�nding" the destination

(as in on-demand routing) and thus maintains low single packet transmission latency. As

mobility increases, routes to remote destinations become less accurate. However, when a

packet approaches its destination, it �nds increasingly accurate routing instructions as it enters

sectors with a higher refresh rate.
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3.2 Hierarchical State Routing (HSR) scheme

Partitioning and clustering is common practice in multihop wireless networks both at the

MAC layer and at the network layer [6] [4]. Clustering can enhance network performance. For

example, at the MAC layer, by using di�erent spreading codes across clusters the interference

is reduced and the spatial reuse is enhanced. As the number of nodes grows, there is further

incentive to exploit partitions at the network layer in order to implement hierarchical routing

and thus reduce routing overhead. In a mobile network, the main drawback of hierarchical

routing is mobility and location management as discussed in section 2.1.2. To overcome this

problem, in this section, we describe the Hierarchical State Routing (HSR) scheme, which

combines dynamic, distributed multi-level hierarchical clustering with an e�cient location

(membership) management.

HSR maintains a hierarchical topology, where elected cluster heads at the lowest level

become members of the next higher level. These new members in turn organize themselves

in clusters, and so on. The goals of clustering are the e�cient utilization of radio channel

resources and the reduction of network-layer routing overhead (i.e., routing table storage,

processing and transmission).

In addition to multilevel clustering, HSR also provides multilevel logical partitioning. While

clustering is based on geographical (i.e., physical) relationship between nodes, (hence, it will

be referred to as physical clustering), logical partitioning is based on logical, functional a�n-

ity between nodes (e.g., employees of the same company, members of the same family, etc).

Logical partitions play a key role in location management.

The proposed location (membership) management scheme tracks mobile nodes, while keep-

ing the control message overhead low. It is based on a distributed location server approach

which exploits logical partitions. The following sections give more details on both physical

and logical partitions.

3.2.1 Physical multilevel clustering

Figure 3 shows an example of physical clustering. At Level = 0 we have 4 physical level

clusters C0-1, C0-2, C0-3, and C0-4. Level 1 and level 2 clusters are generated by recursively

selecting cluster heads. Di�erent clustering algorithms can be used for the dynamic creation of
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Figure 3: An example of physical/virtual clustering

clusters and the election of cluster heads [6] [4]. At level 0 clustering, spread-spectrum radios

and code division multiple access (CDMA) can be introduced for spatial reuse across clusters.

Within a level 0 cluster, the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer can be implemented by using

a variety of di�erent schemes (polling, MACA, CSMA, TDMA etc) [9]. Generally, there are

three kinds of nodes in a cluster, namely, cluster-head node (e.g., Node 1, 2, 3, and 4), gateway

node (e.g., Node 6, 7, 8, and 11), and internal node (e.g., 5, 9, and 10). The cluster-head node

acts as a local coordinator of transmissions within the cluster. The node IDs shown in Figure 3

(at level = 0) are physical (e.g., MAC layer) addresses. They are hardwired and are unique to

each node.

Within a physical cluster, each node monitors the state of the link to each neighbor (i.e.,

up/down state and possibly QoS parameters such as bandwidth) and broadcasts it within the

cluster. The cluster head summarizes link state information within its cluster and propagates

it to the neighbor cluster heads (via the gateways). The knowledge of connectivity between

neighbor cluster heads leads to the formation of level 1 clusters. For example, as shown in
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Figure 3, neighbor cluster heads 1 and 2 become members of the level 1 cluster C1-1. To carry

out LS routing at level 1, a link state parameter of the \virtual" link in C1-1 between nodes

1 and 2 (which are neighbor cluster heads) is calculated from the link state parameters of the

physical path from cluster head 1 to next cluster head 2 through gateway 6. More precisely,

gateway 6 passes the link state update for link (6-2) to cluster head 1. Cluster head 1 estimates

the parameters for the path (1-6-2) by using its local estimate for (1-6) and the estimate for

(6-2) it just received from gateway 6. The result becomes the link state parameter of the

\virtual link" between node 1 and 2 in C1-1. The virtual link can be viewed as a \tunnel"

implemented through lower level nodes.

Applying the aforementioned clustering procedure recursively, new cluster heads are elected

at each level, and become members of the higher level cluster (e.g., node 1 is elected as a cluster

head at level 1 and becomes a member of level 2 cluster C2-1).

Nodes within a cluster exchange virtual link state information as well as summarized lower

level cluster information. After obtaining the link state information at this level, each virtual

node oods it down to nodes within the lower level cluster. As a result, each physical node

has a \hierarchical" topology information, as opposed to a full topology view as in at LS

schemes. The hierarchy so developed requires a new address for each node, the hierarchical

address. There are many possible solutions for the choice of the hierarchical address scheme.

In HSR, we de�ne the HID (Hierarchical ID) of a node as the sequence of the MAC addresses

of the nodes on path from the top hierarchy to the node itself. For example, in Figure 3 the

hierarchical address of node 6, HID(6), is < 3; 2; 6 >. In this example, node 3 is a member of

the top hierarchical cluster (level 2). It is also the cluster head of C1-3. Node 2 is member

of C1-3 and is the cluster head of C0-2. Node 6 is a member of C0-2 and can be reached

directly from node 2. The advantage of this hierarchical address scheme is that each node

can dynamically and locally update its own HID upon receiving the routing updates from the

nodes higher up in the hierarchy.

The hierarchical address is su�cient to deliver a packet to its destination from anywhere

in the network using HSR tables. Referring to Figure 3, consider for example the delivery of

a packet from node 5 to node 10. Note that HID(5)=< 1; 1; 5 > and HID(10)= < 3; 3; 10 >.

The packet is forward upwards to the top hierarchy by node 5 (i.e., to node 1). Node 1 delivers
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the packet to node 3, which is the top hierarchy node for destination 10. Node 1 has a \virtual

link", i.e. a tunnel, to node 3, namely, the path (1,6,2,8,3). It thus delivers the packet to

node 3 along this path. Finally, node 3 delivers the packet to node 10 along the downwards

hierarchical path, which in this case reduces to a single hop.

Gateways nodes can communicate with multiple cluster heads and thus can be reached

from the top hierarchy via multiple paths. Consequently a gateway has multiple hierarchical

addresses, similar to a router in the wired Internet, equipped with multiple subnet addresses.

In order to evaluate the routing table overhead of HSR, let us assume that the average

number of nodes in a cluster (at any level) is N, and the number of hierarchical levels is M.

Then, the total number of nodes is NM . A at link state routing requires O(NM ) entries.

The proposed hierarchical routing requires only O(N �M) entries in the hierarchical map.

This maximum occurs in the top hierarchy nodes which belong to M levels (i.e., clusters)

simultaneously and thus must store N entries per cluster. Thus, routing table storage at each

node is greatly reduced by introducing the hierarchical topology. Of course, there is no \free

lunch" in network protocol design. So, the drawbacks of HSR with respect to at link state

routing are the need to maintain a longer (hierarchical) addresses and the cost of continuously

updating the cluster hierarchy and the hierarchical address as nodes move. In principle, a

continuously changing hierarchical address makes it di�cult to locate and keep track of nodes.

Fortunately, logical partitioning comes to help, as discussed in the next section.

3.2.2 Logical partitions and location (Membership) management

In addition to MAC addresses, nodes are assigned logical addresses of the type< subnet; host >.

These addresses have format similar to IP, and can in fact be viewed as private IP addresses for

the wireless network. Each subnet corresponds to a particular user group (e.g., tank battalion

in the battle�eld, search team in a search and rescue operation, etc). The notion of a subnet

is important because each subnet is associated with a home agent, as explained later. Also,

a di�erent mobility pattern can be de�ned independently for each subnet. This allows us to

independently de�ne the mobility models for di�erent formations (e.g., members of a police

patrol). The transport layer delivers to the network a packet with the private IP address. The

network must resolve the IP address into a hierarchical (physical) address which is based on

MAC addresses.
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A node does not know which cluster a particular destination belongs to, except for those

destinations within the same lowest level cluster. The distributed location server assists in

�nding the destination. The approach is similar to mobile IP, except that here the home agent

may also move. Recall that nodes in the same IP subnetwork have common characteristics

(e.g., tanks in the same battalion, professionals on the move belonging to the same company,

students within the same class, etc). Note that the IP subnetwork is a \virtual" subnetwork

which spans several physical clusters. Moreover, the subnet address is totally distinct from the

MAC address. Each virtual subnetwork has at least one home agent (which is also a member of

the subnet) to manage membership. For simplicity, we assumes that all home agents advertise

their HIDs to the top hierarchy. The home agent HIDs are appended to the top level routing

tables. Optionally, the home agent HIDs can be propagated downwards to all nodes together

with such routing tables.

Each member of a logical subnetwork knows the HID of its home agent (it is listed in

the routing table). It registers its own current hierarchical address with the home agent.

Registration is both periodic and event driven (e.g., whenever the member moves to a new

cluster). At the home agent, the registered address is timed out and erased if not refreshed.

Since in most applications, the members of the same subnet move as a group (e.g., tanks in a

battalion), they tend to reside in neighboring clusters. Thus, registration overhead is modest.

When a source wants to send a packet to a destination of which it knows the IP address, it

�rst extracts the subnet address �eld from it. From its internal list (or from the top hierarchy)

it obtains the hierarchical address of the corresponding home agent (recall that all home agents

advertise their HIDs to the top level hierarchy). It then sends the packet to the home agent

using such hierarchical address. The home agent �nds the registered address from the host ID

(in the IP address) and delivers the packet to destination. Once source and destination have

learned each other hierarchical addresses, packets can be delivered directly without involving

the home agent.

3.3 Quality of Service support

In real time applications (e.g., IP telephony) it is bene�cial for the source to know, prior to call

set up, not only the path to destination but also the average data rate available/achievable on
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such path. This is important for many reasons, for example: (a) if bandwidth is not available,

the call is dropped without congesting the network unnecessarily (i.e., call admission control);

(b) if other media (e.g., cellular radio, LEO satellites, UAVs, etc) are available as alternatives

to the ad hoc wireless path, this information permits the gateway to make an intelligent routing

choice; (c) if bandwidth and/or channel quality is inadequate for full rate transmission, the

source may still put the call through by reducing the rate or using a more robust coding

scheme; (d) if path bandwidth/quality deteriorates during the call, the source �nds out from

periodic routing table inspection; it can then modify or drop the call.

In an ad hoc wireless network, the MAC layer is generally responsible for monitoring

channel quality and available bandwidth. For example, consider a network with MAC layer

clustering and token access protocol [4]. The cluster head can monitor all the tra�c in the

cluster, both local and transit. It can also monitor channel quality (error rate, etc). It can

distinguish between real time and data tra�c, and can determine the amount of bandwidth

still available for voice (high priority) tra�c. In ad hoc networks which do not use clustering,

the monitoring of available resources is more complex, but can still be accomplished [9].

In order to include QoS monitoring in the routing process, it su�ces to extend the de�nition

of link state by adding to the link entry also bandwidth and channel quality information. In

this regard, both FSR and HSR are \QoS ready" in that they are both based on the link state

routing model. QoS support can be provisioned also in on-demand routing schemes. However,

with on-demand routing the quality of the path is not known a priori. It can be discovered

only while setting up the path, and must be monitored by all intermediate nodes during the

session, thus paying the related latency and overhead penalty. In AODV for example, the

intermediate nodes along a QoS route store state information (e.g., minimum rate) about the

session and, upon discovering that the QoS parameters can no longer be maintained, return

an ICMP QoS LOST message back to the source [20].

4 Performance evaluation

4.1 MAC layer model

In our simulation experiments, we assume that the ad hoc network is based on a cluster

infrastructure [6]. Within each cluster, we use polling. Namely, the cluster head polls the
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cluster members and allocates the channel to them in turns.

Polling was chosen here for several reasons. First, polling is consistent with the IEEE 802.11

standard access scheme (Point Coordination Function). Secondly, polling permits easy support

of real time connections (which can be scheduled at periodic intervals by the cluster head).

Third, in our experiments each cluster has on average six neighbors (which is the optimal value

in a uniform multihop architecture); thus polling latency is not a critical concern. For larger

cluster size the polling scheme can be replaced by a polling/random access scheme, to reduce

latency.

For the sake of simplicity we also assume that nodes (and in particular gateway nodes) can

receive on multiple codes simultaneously (e.g., using multiple receivers). This property does

not enhance communications within a cluster, since all wireless nodes are tuned to the same

code anyway. It does, however, permit conict free communications between clusters through

gateway nodes.

4.2 Simulation environment

The multihop, mobile wireless network simulator was developed on a simulation platform

built upon the language Maisie/PARSEC [22]. The simulator is very detailed. It models all

the control message exchanges at the MAC layer (e.g., polling) and the network layer (e.g.,

HSR Protocol control messages). This is critical in order to monitor and compare the tra�c

overhead (O/H) of the various protocols. In most experiments, the network consists of 100

mobile hosts roaming randomly in all directions at a prede�ned average speed in a 1000x1000

meter square (i.e., no group mobility models are used). A reecting boundary is assumed.

Radio transmission range is 120 meters. A free space propagation channel model is assumed.

Data rate is 2Mb/s. Packet length is 10 kbit for data, 2 kbit for cluster head neighbor list

broadcast, and 500 bits for MAC control packets. Transmission time is 5 ms for data packet,

1 ms for neighboring list and 0.25 ms for control packet. The bu�er size at each node is 15

packets.

4.3 Simulation results

The performance measures monitored in this study are: (a) control O/H generated by the

routing update mechanisms; (b) average delay for data packets; (c) average number of hops
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for data packets. The variables are: number of pairs communicating with each other (this is

a good indication of the \sparseness" in the tra�c pattern), node mobility, and; number of

nodes. Most of our results are for 100 nodes except for the experiment reported in Figure 10

where we study the scalability of the protocols and thus consider various network sizes up to

400 nodes. For FSR, we use a 2-level �sheye scoping in our experiments. The scope radius is 2

hops i.e. nodes within 2 hops are in-scope. The refresh rate ratio is 1:3 between in-scope nodes

and out-scope nodes. This is quite conservative for network sizes larger than 200, leaving room

for improvement. For example, we could use multiple level �sheye scoping and refresh the table

entries corresponding to nodes in the outmost scope with even lower frequency. Similarly, in

HSR we assume only 2 levels. The number of logical partitions (i.e., IP subnets) in HSR varies

depending on network size. Namely, it is 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16 for 25, 49, 100, 225, 324 and 400

nodes respectively.

The tra�c load corresponds to an interactive environment. Several sessions are established

(in most cases, 100 sessions) between di�erent source/destination pairs. Within each session,

data packets are generated following a Poisson process with an average interval of 2.5 s. This

amounts to a tra�c volume of 4 Kbps per source/destination pair, recalling that data packet

length is 10 kbits. In all, this load (even with 500 pairs, which is the maximum we considered

in our experiments) could be comfortably managed by the network in a static con�guration,

using any of the routing schemes so far described. With mobility, however, routes may become

invalid, causing packets to be dropped and leading to throughput degradation.

The �rst experiment reports the control O/H caused by routing control messages in the

various schemes (see Figure 4 and Figure 5). In Figure 4 we show the O/H as a function of

number of communicating pairs, for a node speed of 60 Km/hr. Tables are refreshed every 2

seconds for DSDV and HSR. The refresh rate of FSR is 2 seconds for in-scope and 6 seconds

for out-scope nodes. For on-demand routing we experimented with two con�gurations, type-A

and type-B which di�er routing entry timeouts. The routing table entries are timed out in 3

seconds for type-A and 6 seconds for type-B. The O/H is measured in Mbits/cluster. From

Figure 4 we note that the O/H in DSDV, FSR and HSR is constant with the number of pairs,

as expected, since background routing updates are independent of user tra�c. On-demand

routing O/H, on the other hand, increases almost linearly with the number of pairs, up to
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Figure 4: Control O/H vs. Tra�c Pairs

100 pairs (these pairs have distinct destinations). Beyond 100 pairs, destinations are repeated

and therefore a previously cached route can be re-utilized. Thus, the O/H increases with a

lesser rate beyond 100 pairs since some paths have already been discovered. Recalling that the

maximum throughput achievable in a single cluster is 2 Mbps (ignoring MAC layer O/H), we

note that both HSR and on-demand routing have acceptable O/H (< 10% in the entire range

between 10 and 100 nodes). Although the active route timeout period in on-demand routing

for type-B is longer than that for type-A, the O/H for type-A and type-B are fairly close. The

reason why the O/H in on-demand routing is not reduced more dramatically by increasing the

timeout period is that often the next hop pointed to by the cached routing entry is no longer

available due to mobility. A patch request must be issued again. As for the remaining schemes,

DSDV, is quite \heavy", introducing more than 50% of line overhead! This is because DSDV

propagates full routing tables (with 100 entries). FSR O/H is also quite heavy, albeit not as

bad as DSDV. HSR uses much smaller tables (10 entries on average), while on-demand routing

propagates only single entry tables whenever needed. It is clear that already for 100 nodes a

at routing scheme such as DSDV is untenable if the network is mobile and therefore requires
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Figure 5: Control O/H vs. Mobility (100 Pairs)

rapid refresh.

In Figure 5 we report the control O/H as a function of node speed. On-demand routing

O/H is constant since the updates are independent of speed. Again, type-A O/H is higher

than type-B. HSR, FSR and DSDV all exhibit increasing O/H with speed - the update rate

must be increased with speed to keep accurate routes. Again, DSDV O/H is prohibitive over

the entire range between 20 and 90 Km/hr. FSR O/H is also quite high. While for On-demand

and HSR, the penalty is quite reasonable (< 5%).

The next experiment reports average packet delay as a function of mobility. In Figure 6 we

note that for DSDV, FSR and HSR the delay is almost constant (less than 100 ms). As speed

increases, DSDV, FSR and HSR progressively lose track of routes and thus drop packets.

However, the dropped packets are not accounted for in the delay computation. Moreover,

packets to remote destinations are the most likely do be dropped. This is particularly true for

HSR which experiences long paths due to home agent redirection and thus shows a \misleading"

overall decrease of average delay with mobility. For on-demand routing, on the other hand,

packets are not dropped. However, delay becomes larger as the speed increases from 20 to 90
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Km/hr. This is due to the fact that if the path to destination is lost (because of mobility,

in this case), On-demand routing will not drop the packet, rather it will initiate a search to

�nd a new path at the cost of additional delay. Note that the delay in on-demand routing for

type-B is much larger than that of type-A when the mobility is high since the stale entries in

type-B will make the route less optimal.
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Figure 6: Average Delay vs. Mobility (100 Pairs)

The average number of hops as a function of mobility is reported in Figure 7. We note that

the hop length for HSR is almost twice that of DSDV, FSR. This is due to the fact that the

packet is �rst forwarded to the home agent and than from the home agent to the destination. In

most cases, this increases the path length. Hop length decreases in HSR as mobility increases

because packets tend to be most frequently dropped on the second leg (from home agent to

destination). This also explains the lower overall average delay in HSR for higher mobility.

Type-A on-demand average hop length increases with speed because of the recomputation of

the route at mid point when the original route is invalidated by node movements, leading

by suboptimal routing. The suboptimal routing problem is exacerbated for high mobility in

type-B where longer timeout of routing table entries is used. DSDV hop length is constant
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since it traces the shortest path in all cases (unless the packet is dropped). FSR performs

better than all in these cases.

Figure 8 and Figure 9 illustrate the tradeo�s between throughput and control O/H in HSR

when the route refresh rate is varied. In Figure 8 (at 90 Km/hr) we note that the O/H increases

linearly with refresh rate until the network becomes saturated with control packets, and starts

dropping them. The data throughput �rst increases rapidly with refresh rate, owing to more

accurate routes and lower packet drops due to the lack of a route. Eventually, throughput peaks

and then starts decreasing as the network becomes saturated and data packets are dropped

because of bu�er overow. The optimum refresh rate is the rate yielding the max throughput

value. Figure 9 reports the \optimal" HSR refresh rate as a function of speed.

Figure 10 shows the increase of the control O/H as function of number of nodes. Geograph-

ical node density is kept the same for all runs as shown in Table 1. When the network size is

small (say less than 50 nodes), 2-level �sheye scoping does not signi�cantly reduce O/H with

respect to DSDV. However, as network size grows larger, the �sheye technique aggressively

reduces the O/H. In fact, O/H is almost independent of size beyond 100 nodes. For larger
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network sizes, further improvements in performance may be achieved by using more than 2

levels of scoping. On-demand routing performs well in a small network since most routes are

reusable (we assume up to 100 active node pairs). For large networks, however, on-demand

routing generates considerable O/H. This is because the chance of �nding precomputed (and

thus reusable) routes decreases. Note that the control O/H of on-demand routing increases

linearly as the number of nodes increases. For HSR as the network size grows, the control O/H

also increases due to the growth in number of clusters and logical subnets. However the growth

slope is less than in DSDV because the routing information exchange is done in a hierarchical

fashion (i.e., only cluster heads exchange the routing information). As for FSR, also in HSR

multiple hierarchical levels should be considered for network size larger than 400.
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Table 1: Node density (nodes vs. area)

Number of nodes 25 49 100 225 324 400

Simulation area 500x500 700x700 1000x1000 1500x1500 1800x1800 2000x2000

5 Conclusions

We have introduced two novel routing schemes suitable for large, mobile wireless networks

namely, Fisheye State Routing (FSR) and Hierarchical State Routing (HSR). The schemes

are extensions of conventional link state routing schemes, but improve scalability by reducing

update tra�c O/H. FSR achieves control tra�c reduction by selectively adjusting routing

update frequencies, while HSR reduces the size of update messages by using a hierarchical

addressing approach. FSR maintains a at addressing scheme and topology map. This makes it

easy to locate destinations, but limits scalability because of routing table storage and processing

O/H. HSR, in contrast, resolves the routing table scalability problem by using the hierarchical

approach. However, it must face the di�cult problem of \�nding" the destination. We have
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resolved this problem with a Home Agent technique which extends the Mobile IP concept to

the multihop, mobile environment (no �xed base stations).

When compared with at, table driven routing schemes (such as DSDV) the proposed

solutions exhibit a much better scalability, at the cost of routing inaccuracy and increased

complexity (e.g., home agent). The scalability advantage is clearly shown by the simulation

results.

We have also compared our scalable schemes with recently proposed on-demand routing

schemes. Admittedly, HSR and FSR su�er of some disadvantages with respect to on-demand

routing, most notably: (a) if a route becomes invalid because of mobility, packets are dropped

until the new route is establish via the background routing update process (in contrast, in on-

demand, the packet is bu�ered until the new route is discovered); (b) routing table storage O/H

is higher (FSR); (c) protocol complexity is higher (e.g., home agent in HSR). On the other hand,

HSR and FSR provide the following advantages: (a) lower latency for access to non frequently

used destinations; (b) lower control tra�c O/H in dense tra�c situations (avoiding the ood

type search for each destination); (c) QoS advertising prior to connection establishment (this
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is particularly useful for acceptance control in real time tra�c environments).

Via simulation, we have compared HSR, FSR, DSDV and on-demand routing. We have

explored only a small set of the properties and tradeo�s. Yet, the simulation results clearly

indicate the inadequacy of at, table driven routing as the number of nodes grows. Also, clear

is the increase of on-demand control overhead as the number of connections grows (i.e., the

tra�c pattern becomes dense). Higher delays are noticed in on-demand, while higher packet

loss rates are observed in HSR, as expected.

The main conclusion that can be drawn from these studies and experiments is that all

the above schemes o�er di�erent, competitive and complementary advantages and are thus

suited for di�erent applications. A promising direction of future research is the integration

of hierarchical, table driven (perhaps Fisheye) concepts with on demand routing concepts

to generate routing strategies that can perform consistently well across various application

domains.
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